**TechCrete® Waterstop Strip** is a hydrophilic strip waterstop designed to stop water infiltration through cast-in-place concrete construction joints by expanding upon contact with water to form a positive seal against the concrete. TechCrete Waterstop Strip is designed to be used as part of the TechCrete 2500 Waterproofing System on new construction projects.

**TechCrete® Waterstop Strip** is an active bentonite/butyl-rubber based waterstop that is designed to replace passive PVC/Rubber dumbbell waterstops, thereby eliminating the requirement of special pieces, split-forming and seam welding. It can also be used around pipe and structural penetrations.

Integrate the TechCrete Waterproofing System and our complete line of ACR Surface Preparation Products, along with the Certified Applicator Program to achieve a qualified system warranty!

**FOOTING / WALL JOINT**

Place TechCrete Waterstop Strip inside of outer most reinforcing dowels

The following warranties require the use of TechCrete Concrete Admix and are only available when the full system is applied by a TechCrete Certified Applicator;

**SYSTEM WARRANTY**

New Construction: **TechCrete DIAMOND**

30-Year Limited Liability Material & Labor Warranty.

New & Existing Construction: **TechCrete EMERALD**